I. INTRODUCTION
Through what selling strategy can a multiproduct monopolist maximize his profits when his knowledge about individual consumers' preferences is limited? One possibility, extensively studied in the context of a single-good monopoly, is to use quantity-dependent pricing as a means of discriminating among customers with differing tastes (see, for example, Oi [1971] and Maskin and Riley [1984] ).
An alternative technique for price discrimination, first suggested by Stigler [1968] and analyzed further by Adams and Yellen [1976] , is for the monopolist to package two or more products in bundles rather than selling them separately.' Through a series of examples Adams and Yellen illustrate that bundling can serve as a useful price discrimination device, even when all consumers' willingnesses to pay for each of the goods individually are unaffected by whether they are also consuming the other product. A typical example is illustrated in Figure I (adapted from Figure IV in Adams and Yellen), where there are two goods, three consumers (AB,C) who consume at most one unit of each good (with reservation values for each good that are independent of whether the other good is consumed), and zero costs of production. There, a bundle offered at a price of 100 fully extracts all potential surplus, which would be impossible pricing the goods independently. Unfortunately, though, these authors do not provide any general characterization of the circumstances in which bundling is actually a multiproduct monopolist's optimal strategy. Their examples, however (such as Figure I ), create the impression that the profitable use of bundling
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1. Examples are film distributors' bundling of assorted movies for sale to exhibitors [Stigler, 1968] is somehow tied to the presence of a negative correlation between the reservation values of the goods across the population of consumers.2 In this note we investigate the conditions under which bundling is an optimal strategy in the Adams and Yellen [1976] model. Our analysis distinguishes between cases where the monopolist can and cannot monitor the purchases of consumers. For each of these cases we provide and interpret sufficient conditions for bundling to dominate unbundled sales. One implication of these conditions is that bundling is always an optimal strategy whenever reservation values for the various goods are independently distributed in the population of consumers (regardless of the monopolist's ability to monitor purchases). In addition, when purchases can be monitored, bundling dominates unbundled sales for virtually all (in a sense made precise below) joint distributions of reservation values.
The analysis here is related to two other recent papers. Schmalensee [1984] considers the optimality of bundling in the Adams and Yellen model for the special case of a joint normal distribution of reservation values. Using both analytical and numerical technqiues, Schmalensee's results illustrate, among 373 other things, that bundling can be optimal even when the correlation between reservation values in the population is nonnegative. Spence [1980] , in an elegant paper, considers the multiproduct quantity-dependent pricing problem. Though much of Spence's focus is on computational aspects of the problem, in an appendix he provides an example with an independent distribution of preferences for two goods in which the multiproduct seller's optimal strategy differs from the outcome that would arise with two singleproduct monopolists engaged in quantity-dependent pricing. Given the differences between Spence's example and our model, his findings provide an interesting complement to the results here.3
In Section II we briefly describe the model. In Section III we present our results, distinguishing between cases where monitoring is and is not possible. Finally, in Section IV we briefly discuss the implications of our results for models of multiproduct oligopoly. The monopolist can choose one of three pricing policies. First, he could simply price each commodity separately. Second, he could offer the goods for sale only as a bundle, with a single bundle price. Third, he could offer to sell either separately or bundled, with a price for the bundle that is different from the sum of the single-good prices. Following Adams and Yellen, we shall refer to the two kinds of bundling as pure bundling and mixed bundling. We can, however, immediately rule out pure bundling as a (uniquely) optimal strategy, because mixed bundling is always (weakly) better: mixed bundling with a bundle price PB and single-good prices P1 = PB -C2 and P2 = PB -c1 always yield profits at least as high as pure bundling with price PB, and typically does better [Adams and Yellen, p. 483].5 Thus, we now turn to a comparison of the profits obtainable from mixed bundling and unbundled sales.
II. THE MODEL

III. RESULTS
In considering possible mixed bundling strategies, it is important to distinguish between cases where the monopolist can and cannot monitor purchases. In the latter case he is effectively constrained to offer a bundle price PB which is no larger than the sum of individual goods prices, P1 + P2, for otherwise consumers would never buy the bundle. On the other hand, if the monopolist can monitor purchases, then he faces no such constraint since he can always prevent consumers from purchasing both good 1 and good 2 separately.6
In what follows, we employ one additional assumption on the distribution of preferences: that gi(Pi s) is continuous in Pi at Pi* for all s, where Pi' is the optimal nonbundling price for good i.7 5. In principle, the monopolist could also use a randomized strategy, making the allocation of the goods to a buyer stochastic. We shall ignore this possibility in the text, but see footnote 7 for a further discussion of this point.
6. The literature on single-good quantity-dependent pricing (e.g., Maskin and Riley [1984] ), for example, implicitly assumes that purchases can be monitored since the monopolist does not worry about consumers purchasing multiple subquantities (though this problem disappears when quantity discounts exist just as it disappears when bundle discounts are used here).
7. It can be shown that a simple pricing policy of this sort is the optimal single-good selling strategy as long as the single-good profit function is concave in price. In particular, in that case no randomized selling procedure can improve profits. McAfee and McMillan [1988] also derive a sufficient condition for the optimal multiproduct sales policy to be nonstochastic. Their condition actually implies the condition (1) that we derive below, which ensures that bundling dominates unbundled sales.
Obviously, one sufficient condition for this to be true is that f (v1,v2) is continuous, but we prefer to state the assumption in this nonprimitive way in order to emphasize that the set of cases in which the results apply is really much larger than that.
We begin by establishing a general sufficient condition (valid regardless of whether purchases can be monitored) for bundling to dominate unbundled sales. PROPOSITION 1. Let (P*,P2*) be the optimal nonbundling prices.
Mixed bundling dominates unbundled sales if8 Condition (1) is derived by starting at an initial position with the optimal independent goods pricing prices (P*,P*) and a bundle price equal to the sum of these prices, and then marginally increasing the price of good 2. In principle, one could also consider marginally raising the price of good 1 or marginally lowering the price of the bundle from the initial position. It is not difficult to show, however, that either of these changes gives rise to a marginal change in profits that is identical to that in the expression in condition (1) (this follows from the first-order conditions for P* and P*), and so there is no reason to consider these conditions independently.
One case of special interest is that of independently distributed reservation values. Condition (1) It is worthwhile to consider the independence case graphically. In Figure II one can see three first-order effects of locally raising P2.9 First, there is a direct price effect from raising revenues received from consumers in the set {(v1,v2)lvl < P*, V2 2 P2*}. Second, sales of good 2 fall by the measure of area (abcd). Third, sales of good 1 increase by the measure of area (defg) due to consumers switching from purchasing only good 2 to purchasing the bundle. The sum of the first two of these effects is exactly the local gain if the monopolist was able to slightly raise the price of good 2 only to consumers with valuations less than P*. With independence, however, this local gain must be zero at the optimal price P*2 9. In the case of independent distributions the set {(v1,v2) I f(v1,v2) > 01 would actually be rectangular.
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because the monopolist desires the same good 2 (unbundled) price regardless of a consumer's level of v1 (this follows from the fact that the distribution of reservation values for good 2 is independent of the value of vj). Thus, the net effect of moving to mixed bundling when reservation values are independently distributed is positive.
It is also instructive to consider graphically ( Figure III ) the effect of marginally lowering PB by E (recall that this change in profits is numerically identical to that of raising P2). To first-order, the monopolist loses e from consumers in area (abe), but gets consumers in area (aefg) to switch from buying only good 1 to also buying the bundle, and consumers in area (bcde) to buy the bundle instead of good 2 only; the first two of the effects, however, add up to zero due to the initially optimal level of P*. What is interesting to note about this fact is that if we imagine a monopolist who can quote a price for each good i depending on a consumer's level of v;, the monopolist would have to lower P1 by E for all v2> P* and P2 by e for all v1 > P* in order to generate these same demand shifts, but at a loss of 2 E from consumers in area (abeh). Thus, lowering PB is Good 2 only ,x), (y,z), (z,y), and (e,e) , that z = e = the first-bestlevel for type A, while x < x* < y, where x* is the level purchased by type 0 in the independent goods (quantity-dependent) pricing scheme. The motivation foir setting y > x* there is that a small reduction in the charge to type (04) allows an increase in profits from both types (0,0) and (O0,0) through an increase in their consumption that is equal to what would arise in a single-good pricing problem with just groups (0,0) and (0,0); an effect that closely parallels the effect here of lowering PB. Likewise, the driving force behind having x < x * is that increasing the charges to types (, 0) and (0,b) and lowering x from the single-good quantity dependent pricing levels has no first-order effect, but relaxes the constraints between type (04) and types (0,0) and (#0,0), thereby allowing profits to be raised by increasing the latter groups consumption levels; an effect analogous to what occurs when we raise P2 marginally here.
11. This interpretation of condition (4) and what follows assumes that the problem of picking an optimal price for good i given a value of v; is concave.
12. On the other hand, if the inequality in condition (1) is not satisfied, and if profits are concave in (P1,P2,PB) on the set {(P1,P2,PB) IP1 + P2 ; PB1, then singlegood pricing is optimal when purchases cannot be monitored. To see this, note that the gradient of profits at the single-good optimal prices (with PB = P* + P*), Vir*, satisfies V7r* * AP < 0 for all AP such that AP1 + AP2 < APB. Unfortunately, however, we have not found any general condition under which profits are concave in this manner. In fact, the profit function in this problem appears to have inherent nonconcavities. The usual sorts of monotonicity assumptions on f(., .), for example, do not ensure concavity (e.g., note that the value of the shift of marginal consumers on segment fh in Figure II It should be clear from condition (5) that independent goods pricing will virtually never be an optimal sales strategy here when purchases can be monitored.16 By providing an additional means for the monopolist to segment groups of customers, bundling essentially always raises profits in this case.
IV. OLIGOPOLY
It is reasonably straightforward to apply the results above to the case of multiproduct oligopoly. For example, consider a duopoly 15. We omit the mathematical details; the point should be obvious from Figure  IV and is analogous to the argument in the proof of Proposition 1.
16. Spence also considers the use of bundling for nonindependent distributions of preferences in his example. Interestingly, in contrast to our result here, he finds that a range of (positive) levels of correlation exists such that independent pricing is optimal. This finding arises in Spence's model because of a discontinuity in the derivative of profits with respect to a change in the charge to type (0, 0) at the independent goods (quantity dependent) pricing outcome (recall footnote 10). Here, no corresponding discontinuity exists. comprised of firm A and firm B,'7 each of which produces a version -of products 1 and 2. Consumer valuations for the goods are represented by four reservation values: (V1A,V1B,V2A,v2B). The firms engage in simultaneous price choices (which may involve independent goods pricing, pure bundling, or mixed bundling).
In this setting, given the pricing choice of its rival, each firm acts as a monopolist relative to the demand structure induced by its rival's prices. When will independent pricing arise as an equilibrium? Suppose that firm B is pricing its products independently at prices (PlB,P2B). Then we can define each consumer's "pseudoreservation value" for firm A's two products as V1 = VlA -maxf{OlvB -P1BI V2 = V2A -max{Ov2 -P2B}-If we let f(b1,b2) be the distribution of these induced reservation values, it is not difficult to show that independent pricing can only be a Nash equilibrium if condition (1) (or (5) if monitoring of purchases is possible) fails to hold for the pseudo-reservation values induced at the independent pricing Nash equilibrium prices. An interesting implication of this fact is that independent pricing cannot be a Nash equilibrium if the distribution of the reservation values for product 1 is independent of the distribution for product 2 since in that case the induced pseudo-reservation values are themselves independent (so Corollary 1 applies).'8
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